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7.1.4  Water conservation facilities

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bore well / open well recharge: 

Our college utilizes water from the bore well. It meets our every day need. The 
waste water emanated after consumption by the students is channeled into 
garden.  
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waste water emanated after consumption by the students is channeled into 
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The college has taken measures to get municipal 
water purpose. This water is pumped into RO unit to get it purified and waste 
water is channeled into percolation pit.
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The college has taken measures to get municipal water connection for drinking 
water purpose. This water is pumped into RO unit to get it purified and waste 
water is channeled into percolation pit. 
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Rain water harvesting:- 

Our college has massive terrace. It is a huge building with’ U ‘shape, 
large area to tap rain water. This water is brought down and channeled to 
percolation pits. This Campus sustainability initiative will enhance awareness 
among the students along with imparting education.
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Our college has massive terrace. It is a huge building with’ U ‘shape, providing 
large area to tap rain water. This water is brought down and channeled to 
percolation pits. This Campus sustainability initiative will enhance awareness 
among the students along with imparting education. 
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